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INTRODUCTION

1. Momentous changes have occurred in Africa and the world in the past few years. As these

changes have evolved, the need for countries in various parts of the world to make the necessary

adaptations has grown. African countries themselves also need to design the appropriate responses to

these changes. Indeed, African countries stand at an critical juncture in their historical experience: A vast

majority have completed the first three decades of independence, and have experienced severe economic

difficulties all through the decade of the 1980s.

2. On its part, ECA will, in 1993, mark the 35th anniversary in its service to Africa. In the three

decades and a half of its existence, the Commission has done well to spearhead the quest for African

economic emancipation and development: setting up institutions which have now reached full maturity;

laying the ground work of many subregional organisations; and initiating milestone strategies for Africa's

development. Thus as the Commission looks ahead towards a new millennium, it is indeed proper for

the Commission not to take stock but given its mandate to ponder on new initiatives and propose new

actions. The strategic objectives articulated in this report constitute one of those initiatives.

3. In reflecting on the past, and in drawing necessary lessons that must learnt in preparing for

Africa's future, the present report explores such questions as: What are the salient features of recent

global changes? Are there new perspectives that the ferment in the international environment bring to

Africa's development objectives and needs? What are their implications and, in particular, what

opportunities and challenges do they pose for Africa's socio-economic development? Which lessons

derived from Africa's development experience can be usefully applied in making adjustments to the new

challenges? Indeed, what are the prerequisites for African countries to manage the current period of

transition, while at the same time promoting economic growth and development?

4. By reflecting on these questions, it is expected that some insights can be shed on Africa's socio-

economic development in the 1990s. The hope - and the goal-- is that such insights will help in pointing

to ways in which African countries can make necessary adaptations to accelerate the implementation of

existing strategies and programmes of actions for development.

5. There is also the need to bring new perspectives, as warranted by changing circumstances, to the

implementation of the strategies. For example, increasingly, it is recognized that socio-economic

development requires more than sound economic policies. A stable and secure political environment is

equally important. As such, the interactions between economic management and the political process

have to be taken into account. A review of those interactions suggests the need for promoting national

cohesion as vital for economic development of African countries, and that political harmony among

African countries is an essential condition for regional economic co-operation and integration. Similarly,

there is a growing recognition that emergency relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction assistance should



be linked to long term development needs, particularly for nations that are emerging from the ravages

of conflicts or natural disasters. Hence, assistance to countries in these situations must have built into

them, a medium and long-term perspective that responds to the need to reinforce peace, prevent a relapse

into conflict and increase national capacity to deal with natural disasters.

6. The intention of this report is not to develop a new plan of action or agenda for Africa's

development. Actually, the products of African and international efforts to articulate strategies for

Africa's development are acknowledged and examined in this report. Rather, a key aim of the report is

to analyze, explain and suggest ways for Africa to cope current development challenges taking into

particular account the major changes that are taking place in the world and in the African region. The

report is, therefore, follows up on the one titled The Economic Commission for Africa in Jhe 1920s : A

Policy and Management Framework for facing Africa's Development Challenges 2/ presented to the

ECA Conference of Ministers at its 18th meeting held in April, 1992. While that report articulated how

the ECA secretariat would re-orient its activities to support the member states, the present report is

intended to stimulate critical and constructive thinking on Africa's developmental challenges and suggest

innovative approaches with which African countries should promote their socio-economic development.

2/ See Document No. E/ECA/CM.18/4 of 26 March 1992
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PARTI

EMERGING TRENDS IN AFRICA AND THE WORLD

I.I Overview

7. In many spheres of human life on earth - political, social, economic and ecological - the human

race stands at an important watershed in its governance, social intercourse, economic relations and the

sustenance of its only home - the planet Earth. A new world order is unfolding. Changes have also been

taking place in the African region. Some of these changes have been as a result of external circumstances

while others have grown out of internal processes of reflection and action.

8. Whether the various changes are external or internal to Africa, the important point of departure

is to understand them as fully as is practicable both in terms of their nature, magnitude and implications

to the world in general and to Africa in particular. The nature of the emerging configurations of world

relationships as well as their latent challenges and opportunities - transitory or structural - must be

comprehended by Africa's thinkers, policy makers and the African people at large.

1.2 Signs of a Changing World

9. There are.at least five major changes that have taken place or are continuing to evolve in such

a way that they constitute major parameters in reshaping the world order. Further, these changes have

particular implications for Africa which have to be taken into account in implementation of existing

strategies and incorporated in any strategy that the region may wish to adopt for the future. These

changes include (a) the end of the cold war subsequent to the disintegration of the Soviet Union; (b) the

globalisation of the world economy accompanied by a dichotomisation of economies of the world; (c) the

transnationalisationof operations and relations among countries as they form political and economic blocs;

(d) the new awareness about the environment as a global issue; and (e) new trends and patterns in the

flow of the global world savings.

• The Peace Dispensation

10. With the collapse of the cold war, there is a reduction in world tensions and hostilities especially

between West and East that always constituted the major threat to world peace. While there will, almost

certainly, continue to be low-and medium- intensity conflicts in various parts of the world, the threat of

an ideology-driven global military conflict has receded. Indeed, for the world as a whole, there is a

movement towards increased democratisation. In the developing part of the world, the fanning and

financing of proxy armed conflicts on the basis of ideological affiliations is going to give way to fanning



and financing of democratic reforms. Hopefully, the developing countries will, in turn, increasingly

refocus their domestic agendas away from inter-and intra-country armed conflicts.

11. The transition to a world dispensation of peace will have a number of implications. At the world

level, these have already been insightfully sketched by the Secretary-General of the United Nations 2/.

These include a well defined role of the United Nations system. However, two factors might affect the

emerging patterns of international security. Firstly, it is yet unclear as to whether or how the arms

industry will be restructured in the many countries of the world that have traditionally produced weapons.

For purely economic reasons, as opposed to security concerns, the restructuring of the arms industry in

the developed and some developing countries might not come about as quickly or in the patterns that a

peace dispensation might call for. Secondly, the possibility of the emergence of a world with one military

leadership has its inherent threats and potential for contradictions in ensuring international security.

12. For Africa, the peace dispensation has many strategic implications that encompass not only

security but also economic development and international diplomacy. World peace would, conceivably

lead to increased financial resources that can be shared by the peoples of the world as "peace dividends".

With a well articulated strategy, Africa could attract a sizeable amount of these resources as well as make

more savings as a result of its own process of internal disarmament to channel into economic

development. The absence of superpower rivalry could lead to a reduction in the strategic importance

of African countries individually and of the region as a whole. This could lead to a number of other

trends. Aid flows which were tied to ideological stances will dwindle. African countries will also be

faced with the reality of having to deal with a singularly polarised, ideology-free international community

thus necessitating new forms of international diplomacy and new approaches to international negotiations.

• A two-track Global Economy

13. The world economy as a whole is moving towards a globalisation spurred by an increase in the

integration of world markets including the financial markets; a uniformisation of products; instant (real

time) global information flow; and faster transport networks. Further, globalisation is becoming enhanced

by a world-wide conversion to the free-market economic philosophy.

14. But alongside these trends, there are differentiating factors that are at play. These factors involve

the two-speed character of economic growth and the two-track evolution in the techniques of production.

On the one hand, the differentiation at the level of the. rale Qf economic performance involves the

industrialised countries and the countries of the Pacific Rim as one group on the fast-speed. The slow-

speed group includes the countries of the former Eastern bloc, Latin America, the Middle East and

Africa. On the other hand, the differentiation at the level of the content of economic evolution, involves

the developed countries, Latin America, and countries of the Pacific Rim as the group of countries that

3/ Boutros Boutros-Ghali, An Agenda for Peace. United Nations, New York, 1992
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are restructuring their economies towards high-technology, services-dominated output and information-

based production. All other countries remain with an economic structure of low-technology and,

material-based production and they are essentially consumers of goods they do not produce.

15. The fact that Africa is in both the slow-speed and non-evolving group of countries means that the

region as whole faces a dual challenge. In the first place, it has to quickly get its economies growing at

much faster rates to improve the welfare of its people. At the same time, the region has to restructure

its economy and, in particular, its industrial and services sector to ensure its proper integration and

competitiveness as a strong partner in the emerging global economy. How to simultaneously tackle these

two issues is one of the basic economic challenges facing Africa in the 1990s and growing beyond.

• The Transnationalisation of Operations

16. Three important trends, when combined, are affecting the old structure of nation States. The

increasing worldwide liberalisation of national economies, the movement towards the formation of

political and economic regional groupings and the universalisation of information are interactively

loosening the classic notion of national sovereignty. As a result, there is every likelihood that national

boundaries will become more permeable at three basic levels namely: socio-cultural, political and
economic.

17. At the socio-cultural level, the spread of satellite communications, information, entertainment and

networking coupled with increased migration and looser racial tensions are likely to loosen the cultural

boundaries among the countries of the world. More and more people around the world will be exposed

to less and less differentiated information and analysis of events and the racial land scape of many

countries will become more varied and, probably, more tense. This trend towards a new transnational

culture and normalisation of values will be buttressed by two other emerging trends: the ongoing re-

adaptation of value systems towards those that underpin the free-market of Western civilisation such as

individual freedom and motivation as well as the adoption, worldwide, of similar forms of social

organisation and governance.

18. At the political level, nations will yield some of the traditional political sovereignty of states in

the interest of the emerging blocs. National policy making organs such as parliaments will have to give

up some areas of policy to the higher organs of the groupings to which they belong. This, as has already

been demonstrated by the difficulties encountered in the process of ratifying the Maastricht Treaty, is

likely to lead to tensions that might, in the end, neutralise or weaken the cohesion of the emerging blocs.

19. At the economic level, there are two basic trends that will lead to the loss of national economic

space. First, economic liberalisation will entail a reduced capacity of national policy makers to directly

control their economies. Indeed, if full liberalisation takes root in the countries of the world,

transnational corporations will, inevitably, wield growing power and become the major determinants of

economic change. It should be noted that, as of now, transnational corporations which are only 20



percent of the world's enterprises that trade internationally account for nearly 80 percent of the world's

trade in goods and services. An additional aspect is the monopoly of patents that the transnationals would

have and from which they could easily derive the power of being the monopolistic agents of innovation

and economic growth globally. Secondly, regional integration which is taking place in various parts of

the world will, as of necessity, involve a degree of loss of economic space since policies will have to be

made and implemented in inter-country rather than national contexts and perspectives.

20. No doubt, the transnational isation of operations in a new world order has many serious

implications especially for developing regions such as Africa. One of these is the potential conflict

between national interests and the transnationalised operations. Another concern is that the parent

countries of transnationals would acquire indirect but usable power over the countries in which the

transnational operate. But not all aspects of transnational ism are malign. Developing countries could

derive some opportunities including, in particular, increased market access and the internal isation of
technology.

• The Environment Consciousness

21. The first ever Earth Summit that was held in Rio de Janerio, Brazil, in 1992 and Agenda 21 that

was adopted have brought to the fore the heightened consciousness of the world with regard to the need

to reverse environmental degradation 4/. It is now widely mooted around the world that "the battle to

save the planet will replace the battle over ideology as the organising theme of the new world order" £/.

Indeed, it is not farfetched to stipulate that in the near ftiture environmental and economic leadership will
outrank military strength in determining political clout and influence.

22. From a global perspective, a world pursuit of a saner global environment could imply a need to

re-examine the issue of maximising economic growth. As of now, this notion has not taken root. But

in due time, the world may come to fully realise that incorporating environmental concerns with economic

interests would have to entail sacrifices from both the industrialised and developing countries. On the

part of the industrialised countries economic growth might have to be curtailed, at least, for a period long

enough to enable the emergence of new technologies that can substitute for those that seriously

compromise the sanity of the environment. Developing countries, on their part, might have to forego

incomes deriving from exploiting natural resources such as tropical forests in the higher interest of the

future generations of the world. Environmental compensatory mechanisms and incentives might, thus,
become a major and necessary feature of the ftiture.

4/ The various concerns had been extensively treated prior to the summit by the World

Commission on Environment and Development; Our Common Future. Oxford Universitv
Press, 1987. J

5/ Lester R. Brown, State of the World, 1991



23. From the African perspective the emerging world consciousness for a cleaner environment should
be seen as a most welcome trend. The major implication for African countries individually and
collectively is to devise innovative strategies to fully integrate poverty alleviation environmental concerns

with a particular focus on agricultural development including drought and desertification control as well
as the expansion, conservation and rational exploitation of natural resources. In doing this, Africa will
not only secure its future but could also attract more resources and assistance within the spirit of Agenda

21. In a post-Cold War era, the major themes for attracting resources will most likely be political
reforms and environmental preservation.

• Changing Directions of World Resources

24. Globally, there is a decreasing trend of savings to distribute around the world. The developed
countries which have always been the major sources of financial resources are facing massive domestic

financial demands to stimulate economic recovery, restructure their economies and reduce their budgetary
deficits.

25. Further, there are new contenders for the global savings. Traditionally, it was the Third World
countries of the South that were recipients of official development assistance. However, present trends
show that the countries of Eastern and Central Europe as well as the former Soviet Union have entered
the stage as competitors for global resources to enable them sustain their economic reforms. There is

also a trend, in the industrialised countries, of perceiving the liberalising Eastern bloc as a more lucrative
and strategically important area to direct resources to.

26. In addition to these trends, new conditionalities for economic assistance are replacing the old
norms that were based on considerations of ideological rivalry and the sheer benevolence of the donor

community. As such, donors will tend to give assistance on the basis of new conditionalities such as
political and economic reforms, observance of human rights and environmental control. There is also
an unmistakable disenchantment with assistance that is channelled through government as a result of the

emerging conviction that the efficiency of resource utilisation is more assured through the private sector,
NGOs and grassroot communities.

27. For Africa, these trends are rather worrisome. Indeed, it is because of such worry that the

Economic Commission for Africa is making a thorough analysis of the financial resource requirements
m the 1990s 61. It is hoped that African countries will devise new strategies and adopt new measures
that will enable them to counteract the emerging trends in the flow of global resources.

See ECA : "Strategies for the Mobilization of Financial Resources for Africa's Development
in the 1990s"; February 1993. ■



1.3 Africa in Transition

28. As the world is changing so is Africa. However, a major difference that has to be noted between

the emerging trends at the world level and the trends in Africa is that the latter have to be consciously
nurtured, channelled and sustained in such a way as to consciously create a willed new African order.

In other words Africa cannot let mere dialectics determine the nature, speed and direction of changes at
the political, social, economic and environmental levels. They have to be engineered and controlled.
Below is given an outline of some of the most important trends in the shaping of Africa from within itself
and in the broader context of its interdependence with the rest of the world.

. The Democracy Wave

29. After a relatively prolonged period of a crisis of governance in most African countries, there are
signs that an era of democracy is taking shape and root Many African countries are going through a

transition of experiments with democratic reforms, pluralism and increased popular participation If these

trends do not founder, the 1990s should be the decade to bid farewell to one-party dictatorships, military
autocracies or the chronic political problems of lack of legitimacy, constitutionality and justice'.

30. However, this desirable trend needs some fine-tuning especially in terms of making the emerging
democracy relevant and in consonance with the history, culture moral values and norms of the African

people. Proper perspectives must be taken of the roles played by the individual, primary communities

and civil societies as well as modes of social organisation and beliefs that have, sometimes unique

significance in the African context. Overall, Africa should define its concept and practice of democratic
reforms including aspects such as social and economic democracy. There is a danger of pursuing a trend

of cosmetic democratic reforms merely because others from without demand it and make it a condition
for assistance.

Economic Liberalisation

31. In line with the ongoing process of liberalisation in the whole world, African countries have also
been, albeit often begrudgingly, converted to economic liberalism. There is an ongoing process of

rethinking the role of government, adopting free-market policies, recognising the major role of the private
sector and removing different forms of controls.

32. While the trend of economic liberalisation has a number of benefits, it has, at least two major
impl.cations that require strategic consideration. First, the trend implies that African, countries are faced

with a situation whereby they have to engineer development in an openness that might make it difficult
to succeed. Historical precedents show that countries have had to resort to some forms of controls and

protectionist policies to ensure that their economies develop. As such, Africa may have to put up a

strong case for selective economic liberalisation and convince the world that this is the only viable



alternative for the region to create internal engines of growth and evolution, move out of chronic

dependence and be able to stand on its own.

33. The second strategic implication of the economic liberalisation in African countries relates to the

integration of Africa's presently peripheral economies in a liberalised near-perfectly competitive global

economy. Most indicators show that Africa cannot afford to be left out of the workings of the

international economy. The question then is how African countries should restructure their economies

so as to achieve progressive and beneficial integration with the rest of the world economies? In

answering this question attention must be focused on the potential and possible comparative advantages

of the African economies especially in a post-Uruguay Round global economic structure.

• Regional Integration

34. The world is in the process of forming regional blocs. Fortunately Africa is, by fate of its

geography, cultures and pre-colonial history, one of the most natural regional frlocs on the planet. It is,

therefore, a very welcome trend that African countries are emerging out of the post-colonial history of

balkanisation towards greater regional integration. This trend which started with the formation of a

number of subregional groupings has been reinforced by the Treaty establishing the African Economic

Community (AEC).

35. Of course, the implications of the trend towards increased regional integration are all to the

betterment of the region's political, social and economic situations. It is one of the trends that will make

Africa more viable and more competitive at the world level. However, it should be stressed that from

a strategic point of view, African countries have to come to terms with the sacrifices and requirements

that will be essential to the success of integration in Africa. From the very beginning, viable

arrangements including the physical infrastructures that will sustain the momentum of integration have

to be conceived, established and maintained. Political tensions, conflicts and self-economic interests have

also to be mitigated. And, there must be an awareness and a total commitment by all the African people

to succeed in integrating their political, social and economic structures.

• The Grip of Population Pressure

36. Population growth in African countries has remained high consistently. Trends of population

growth in African countries show that population pressure continuing to mount well until the year 2025

when some stability in population growth would be achieved. Such trends are alarming, for their

implications are many and ominous. One of the basic problems resulting from high population growth

is the inability to escape from poverty by the majority of the population. Even if gross domestic product

in African countries were to grow at respectable rates of 6-8 percent per year, it would take most African

countries more than two decades to double the average income per person if population growth remains

at current trends. Given the present abysmal poverty, a mere doubling of the average income per person



over a period as long as two decades would not have pulled the African people out of poverty in a world

of growing affluence.

37. The second implication of high population growth is on resources. The demand that the rate of

population growth has put on the physical resources such as land and forests has already shown clear

signs of unbearable pressure. It is more than obvious that the sustainability of such resources is very

much at stake in a number of African countries and their unabated depletion continue to pose a perennial

threat to environmental protection and good security. From a strategic point of view, it should be known

that there is no room or time for complacency. Further, pressures on other essential services such as

health care, housing and education also escalate with high population growth.

38. The third implication of high population growth, especially in the African context relates to

unemployment. It is not easy to contemplate the amount of employment opportunities that need to be

created to absorb even half of Africa's new job seekers. Africa has to think hard about how it will deal

with the scourge of the swelling population of the unemployed.

• The Deterioration of the African Environment

39. Trends in the recent past tend to indicate that the African environment is steadily worsening:

droughts are becoming more frequent and more widespread; marginal and non-arable land is also

increasing relentlessly; forests are shrinking and water-tables are falling. There is also an observable

deterioration in the conditions of human settlement especially in urban areas. A reversal of all such

trends must be achieved if Africa has the hope of sustaining its future generations. Also, the reversal

must be achieved quickly to avoid the real danger of such trends reaching a point of irreversibility.

• The Liberation of South Africa

40. The political trends in South Africa show that the country is poised to rid itself of the system of

apartheid and achieve majority rule. This is most likely to happen in the 1990s. This will naturally be

an event of historical significance to the African region as a whole. However, what is important now

is for Africa to properly focus on the implications of this impending liberation especially at the economic

plane. The South African economy would structurally be one of the strongest in a region that is struggling

to integrate thus offering opportunities as a growth pole while, at the same time posing certain challenges.

However, realism seems to be needed in this respect because, there are clear signs that South Africa may

have to spend considerable time and resources on resolving its major internal problems before it can

effectively integrate with the other African countries. Caution dictates that African countries should avoid

placing too much hope on South Africa's might and potential to act as a locomotive for African growth.
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CHALLENGES IN AFRICA'S DEVELOPMENT

D.1 Historica. Perspective of Africa's Deve.oPment Objectives and ChaUenges

S5
unravelling of the social fabric; and

rr rsr

population.

43. Against this background, plans of action and programmes which were adopted, therefore, aimed

to achieve the following broad objectives :

. To build^* dote Itfktt wl* c**v "Pa™* to secure Africa's position and
interests within the geo-political and economic system.

m simultaneously as its principal
ToputMBtelt
beneficiaries as well as the driving force behind it.

- To lift the majority of the African population out of

6/An
outline of these programmes' evolution is given in the Annex.
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To increase the
of African countries within the global economic system.

. To attain collective economic s.e1f-sufficienc.y..

* **. To safeguard Africa's „*« * d* *— *«* *
consonant with economic and social progress.

44. Specific priorities were identified under these objectives. In no specific order of importance, the

following, inter alia, can be cited :

mcrease food security and se.f-sufficiency at country, subregional, and regiona! levels.

strengthen or reform the institutional infrastructure and make it more responsive to the needs of
political, economic and social transformation.

Improve the standard of living of the population at large.

and social progress.

Enhance the social, economic and po.itical status of women so as to maximise their role in

development.

Estab.ish throughout Africa a modern network of integrated physical infrastructures for transport

and communication.

Develop dependabie energy supp.ies based on Africa's minera. and renewab.e resources, and a
distribution system linking energy-surplus to energyKlefict countr.es.

Protect Africa's eco.ogy and environment by promoting efficient and sustainable production

techniques.

Attain and sustain a high rate of industrial deve.opment based on Africa's considerable natural
resources, agricultural potential, and abundant human resources.

MobHise domestic and external financial resources in quantities sufficient to sustain economic

growth and development.

10



. Ho.d external and interna. rea, and nomina, balances within reasonab.e limits for national

economic stability.

. create and maintain, through improved governance a po.itica,, social, and economic Cimate
conducive to continued economic growth and diversification.

45 ^

objectives promoted the following key strategies :

. Economic cooperation and integration at the subregiona. and regional levels.

. Se.f-reH.nce at nationa., subregiona., and regional .eve.s without iso.ating Africa from the rest

of the world.

. MobUisation of materia. support from Africa's parsers-development complementary to

resources mobilised from domestic saving.

. Restructuring the production base to increase the rate of agricultur, and industrial output.

. Transfer of science and techno.ogy and their application to increase economic productivity and

to diversify the range of products.

n.2 Why have Africa

limited Success ?

«. .dged by the extent to which specific

ica's Deve.opment Strategies and P.ans of Action met on.v with

conditions and approaches continue.

11



H*

on the people of Africa and their institutions.

49. seen ,0. this perspective, a number of weaves in the strategies and P,ans of action for

Africa's development can be pinpointed:

• Building upon wrong assumptions

„.

»■

investment.

external
-in-development. The time

0. AM-popol-

in

under-rating

p
action were bound to fail.

. Missing the link between people and development

ir utilisation. This wou.d have required concrete measures to

12



boost adult literacy and numeracy rates in the population;

achieve universal primary and, eventually, secondary school enrolment;

ikn of school leavers through vocational training programmes to

to them with a full array of modern practical and entrepreneurial skills;
channel a substantial proportion

equip

expand and diversify tertiary level educational and research institutions;

introduce educational curricula pertinent to Africa's deve.opment strategy;

one generation; and

improve managerial practices throughout all sectors.

internal growth dynamic through

- Butevenof*oseto receive instruction, most leave school with few

HtUe quipped to understand, let alone solve, Africa's problems.

be*n written about enhancing the role of women ,

poUtical, socia., and economic empowerment of Afr,c»

l r^edevelopment of agriculture and rura. industr.es.

^cenLionof power at the

• Generality of programmes

13



generalities that readily fit all situations.

. Commitments on paper not translated into concrete action

appropriate incentives, adequate rural phys.ca.

producer credit, and efficient marketmg ™°

incomes of the farming communities. Few 7

of their agricultural sectors and forgmg stronger W
innovation in agriculture (for example, as measured by

^5

i surplus and to uplift
or technological transformation

usS Africa's pee of technological
^mdustry. A^ P^ ^

rate of™ ^

• Disregard of political and economic distortions

- e.g., from the

intermediating between savers and investors
incentives were

economic system,

14



_ With no ,eg, oufets for dissen,^^
to a number of countries, this degenerated mto protracted an

financial capital flight and unsustainable military spending.

6, Without squ,e,y addressing tf these

regiona. strategies and deve=

collective objective of Africa's development strategies.

. Lack of commitment to regional cooperation and integration

distortions, they

mmmfinancial obligations agreed upon within their coHecUve pol.cy organs.

of cooperation and integration has never materialised to this day.

• A hostile external environment

■Hi
order to preserve apartheid.

15



The international economic environment was also not conducive to Africa's development, given

countries and the rest of the world; and an inadequate supply of workers wth
^y Africa could not compete within the gioba. economy and, therefore, lost market share to

more efficient developing countries.

«*■
industrialisation.

Inadequacy of structural adjustment programmes

68 Since the 1980s, the majority of African countries have implemented SAPs with the help of the
Bretton wl7 nstitutions. After a decade of austerity, hardly any country has yet emerged from
ST r but self-sustaining economic recovery and grow*. mere are a number ofReasonswhy

not been as successful as was at first expected: InitiaHy, SAPs d.d not pay enough attenUon »
S rigidities that prevent Africa from attaining a self-sustaining faster economic growth and

Snlon. in practice, these programmes were imposed rather than the product of home-
coTvttl and commitment. Justly or not, they are associated in popular percept.on w.th excess,
llocation and they are blamed for aggravating the suffering of vulnerable segments of the
^ Conse^uentiy! it is difficult to bui.d a broad, solid and stable pohfcal consensus m the*

favour.

69 As they are designed on a case-by-case basis not taking account of the spillover effects of

justmentXon JL developing countries, SAPs may have«^J^™,^^
of trade of primary commodity producers. Emphasis on case-by-case also underm.ned the little resolve

there was towards subregional economic cooperation and integration in Africa.

70 If SAPs have been bitter medicine to swallow, in Africa they have been too tardy to Produce a
lasting recovery. In 1989, the proponents of these programmes were quick to claim cred.t for the
l^Llic performance of a number of African countries. With sufficient hmd-s,ght, it ,s now

for L recovery was due to the resumption of better climatic conditions after the Great
£ The sbw-down since 1990 and the devastating effect of the 1991-92 drought m
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these are
corrected, there shall be no sustained growth - with or without SAPs.

113 New Challenges in Africa's Development:

72
While Africa remains enthraled by the demands of sheer survival on a^

opportunities.

The phenomenon
of globalisation is intensifying. It integrates advance in information

autonomous subsidiaries of trans-national enterprises.

aspects and the preservation of ecological resources in particular.

remittance
of dividends. On the insistence of the United States of Amer.ca, regu.at.ons
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non-tariff trade barriers.

impediments to their fullest participation in the global econom.c processes.

77 Closer to home, Africa is faced with escalating environmental problems - deforestation and

conditions, with inadequate resources to address these problems.

78 There is a heightened awareness, even in Africa, of the detrimental impacts that careless economic

mmm
be explLd efficiently and sparing.y, minimising "collated environmental damage,

economic definition of the term "resources" has itself been more

s
between this and environmental equilibrium.

80 If on the other hand, the most industrialised societies balk at the economic sacrifices essential
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for the rest of humanity in Africa and other powerless under-developed poor regions of the world,
restraining their rate of industrialisation and the growth of their consumption per capita. Developing
regions particularly Africa, are quite vulnerable in view of their continuing heavy dependence on the
most industrialised societies for essential technologies and financial resources.

81 In the post-Cold War era of intensified economic competition and heightened awareness of the

limits of the environment, therefore, Africa faces two. related mega-challenges:

1) How to emerge from craping marginalisation and integrate fully into the hyper-competitive global

economy ?

2) How to embrace the wave of sustainable development ?

82. To these two challenges must be added a JhM mega-challenge -

3) How to cope with, contain the spread of and, ultimately, surmount the newest dread plague to afflict
the human race: humanimunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection which leads to the cond.fon of
acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) and its related terminal cond.t.ons.

83 The first challenge is a call to all of Africa's diverse economic agents to increase their efficiency
effectiveness and productivity so as to increase their collective competitiveness within the global
economic system in the shortest time possible. It is a call to master new production techniques to convert
Africa's resource endowments and other potential strengths into new comparative advantages; new

approaches to organise and manage human, financial, and material resources; and a new aggressiveness

with which to seek and expand new markets.

84 The challenge of sustainable development is a call to transform Africa's economy by switching
away from zero-growth environmentally-unsustainable subsistence "mining" of natural resources; to

developing a diverse range of knowledge-intensive, symbiotic production systems which offer Afr cas
local communities a faster rate of economic growth and a rising standard of life. To the extent that the
second challenge stresses efficiency in the utilisation of scarce environmental resources, there is a close
relation between it and the first challenge; and the means for achieving bom are the same if well targeted.

85 While the challenge to integrate Africa into the world economic system in itself is not a new
challenge what is new is the ferocity of the competitiveness against which this must be accomplished.
At the same time, the protracted Uruguay round of negotiations has demonstrated a tenacious

determination on the part of the powerful industrially advanced countries to defend what they perce.ve
to be their self-interest within the global economy. This stance comes through as well in policy papers

emanating from the capitals of these countries.
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86 What appears most likely is that steps to reduce or altogether elimmate the yjsjbje barnerwill
2?Z h hd to deal with precisely because they are h.dden

ikely is that steps to reduce o g

pawn 2?ZzwMte barriers that are even harder to deal with precisely because they are h.dden
Twrten inforn.a.Tlnrflexible. The drive towards the formation and consohdat.on of reg.ona.
eco»2 'grouping in Europe and North America - even as sweeping trade .iberahsat,on was be.ng
T^ - shoufd be viewed in this context. While international trade will be l.berahsed m .me w th

s of GATT, a protectionist thick "glass wall" will be erected to g.ve reg.ona. enterpr.ses a

compel edge. On the other hand, region-wide free trade will be used to deve.op the effioency of
the sheltered enterprises to improve their success in the world market.

87 On the other hand, if the trade liberalisation negotiations were to fail or if one or more of the
leading trading powers failed to implement in full the terms of the new trade reg,me - perhap m
SSL to JZ pressures exerted by an entrenched domestic lobby - the world couId enter a penod
oTTaLged" international trade governed by agreements negotiated on a b.latera, bas.s between
econlc blocs. Given Africa's weak bargaining position, this would be the worst of a>l poss.b.e worlds.
Still, if Africa must survive, it is imperative to prepare for all possible eventuaht.es.

88 The second challenge also is not entirely new. In fact, the Lagos Plan of Action devoted the
whole of its Chapter IX to a list of environment and development concerns, even though it d,d not attempt
Tolerate a comprehensive paradigmatic .inkage between the two. What , new, however,. » tohgh
status that environmental concerns have acquired in the realm of internat.ona. economic «•'£»«*-
needing the shaping of the policies and options of powerful multi-late™, mst.tut.ons such * The Worid
BaT One must worry mat concern for the environment does not become a way to restr.ct the growth

options of the least developed countries; in effect, a new trade barr.er.

89 As far as Africa is concerned, widespread poverty and economic backwardness will for the
foreseeable future pose the main threat to environmental sustainability For Africa, *^> option of z«
growth" is utterly unrealistic and out of.the question. The preservat.on of pnst.ne cond.t.ons -the
Ga^en of Eden - cheek by jowl with rampant human deprivation of the most elemental bas.c needs >s
a ^nome^d unethical Instead, what "sustainable development" demands of Africans , ft* they
ml careful well informed tradeoffs that maximise the rate of economic growth, w.th the most .mpact
on poverty alleviation and minima, negative impact on the environment. Africa's governments pro-
enJEmmL NGOs, and .oca. communities must deve.op sound analytical capac.t.es to assess these trade
offs and to convince external environmental advocates, about the merit of the cho.ces that - made. Of-
course tt.ere are numerous aspects of sound environmental husbandry (e.g., unproved sou and wate
management; improved public heal* practices; etc) which give a direct boost to econormc products and

social well-fare, often at little additional cost.

90 Unlike the twin challenges of integrating Africa into the global economic system and putting
Africa on the path of sustainable development - long-standing challenges which have been given new

pertinence by deve.opments in the world since the end of the Cold War - the *.rd challenge
genuinely new challenge of the times. At first glance, this challenge seems unrelated to the others. In
Lity me inexorable propagation of HIV/AIDS has be*n facilitated by the mterna. and external
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insolvency of the African state in the last decade and a half. This translated mto severe cut-backs m
solvency of the ^ ^^ ^.^ rf ^.^ ^ ^ health prQ .

equipment broke down; syringes were recycled carelessly; donated blood was not
w blood banks became contaminated. On the other hand, mass.ve chrome

•sti

92

in the prime years of 18^8 of age; therefore, it has catastrophic consequences on

;,workforce stabi.ity and productivity. It is leaving millions of chudren orphaned and

elderly parents bereft of support.

The prospects of a reasonably effective vaccine against HIV, let alone a cure, are far from
* *is point The only credible defence as of now is behaviour modificat.on towards safety-
« a. -res and practices at the individual level, and improved pub.ic heahh pnctc. «

s The first one calls for a massive and candid pub.ic education campa.gn about the nature of the
and the avai.ab.e options for se.f-protection. But it is an uphill task aga.nst human mert.a. Th

ZZ Quires spending on the maintenance of pub.ic health faciHties to be stepped up, aga^ ojer
dpeting priorities. Bo* measures are not easy ones. That is why Afhca's strugg.e aga.nst HIV/AIDS

must be seen as a mega-challenge.
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PART III

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES FOR AFRICA'S DEVELOPMENT.

m.l Identifying Africa's Strengths

93 If Africa is to stand up to her long-standing and new challenges and launch herself onto a path

of sustainable economic development and social progress, her strategic objectives must be predicated
mainly on her reserves of internal strength. To be realistic such strategic objectives must also take full
cognisance of the major constraints and vulnerabilities; with a view to mitigate or circumvent them. It
is even possible to convert some of the weaknesses into new strengths. The main potentials from which
Africa can draw inspiration and on which she can build a future include (i) her rich culture and social
values- (ii) her people's ingenuity and fabled resilience; (iii) her natural endowments; (iv) the structure

of her'population, and (v) the enduring spiritual attachment of African communities in the diaspora.

• Africa's cultural heritage and social values

94 Africa's culture reflects the diversity of her people, their history, and the regional conditions

within which their way of life has evolved since time immemorial. Indeed, it is a generally accepted fact
that the savannahs of Africa are the common cradle of the human family. For the African people whose
collective psyche still bears scars from the injustice of slavery and colonial subjugation, this should

reinforce their self-confidence.

95^ Africa's cultural diversity offers a rich variety of cuisine; beverages; fashions of attire, jewellery,

and decorations; traditions of crafts-making; styles of household furniture and utensils; architecture;

ancient systems of mythology, religious belief and philosophy; music and instruments; poetry, drama,

and traditions of story-telling; and an overall cultural heritage that in its heyday promoted a societal

balance with nature.

96 Cultural heritage constitutes an important base from which Africa's socio-economic renaissance

could be generated and sustained. It should not be forgotten that successful socio-economies such as
Europe and North America, Japan, Asia-Pacific and South-east Asia have underpinned their steady
economic development and social progress by retaining their unique cultural heritages largely intact.

Africa's fabulous and kaleidoscopic cultural heritage is a virtually untapped reservoir of ideas for a whole

new range of consumer goods and services, not only for the African market alone but for the world -

if only African artists, architects, designers, food technologists, chefs, etc would adapt these ideas to the
tastes of the modern consumer, and if African entrepreneurs would find ways to mass-produce and

market, world-wide, these consumer goods and services imbued with African cultural content.
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97 Another invaluable aspect of African culture is its system of social values. From tfns springs
emotional and, practical expressions of empathy and solidarity for people especially km facing
adversities I is these values which reinforce the social security system built on bonds w.thm the
Txtended fami.y which, in the absence of forma, national social safety nets, has enabled African societies
to "pe remarkably we., with acute economic and social problems. Over the foreseeable future, this will
continue to be the mainstay of Africa's social support system.

• The people's ingenuity and resilience

98 The African people have always demonstrated great creativity and resilience in the face of
calamities. This resilience is best captured by the bustling activity within Africa's informal sector which
copes well against all adversities. Thus, contrary to the generally pessimistic even derogatory view of
Africa which is deeply entrenched in a fringe of the better^ societies, the spirit of "tV"""** ™d
ingenuity abounds in Africa as irrepressib.y as elsewhere in the world. The ground is fertile for the
establishment and growth of indigenous enterprises, if a conducive political-economic chmate and non-
distorting incentives are put in place. What is needed is a strategy to channel the spirit and energies of
Africa's informal sector from an urban extension of the rural subsistence economy into a dynamic
hothouse for the breeding of entrepreneurial talent with capacity for saving, accumulation, expansion, and

diversification.

• Natural resource endowments and untapped energy potential

99 The African continent, is richly endowed with mineral resources, and Africa's share of the known

world mineral reserves is substantial. For example, the African continent holds over 50 percent of world
phosphates; over 30 percent of bauxite; over 15 percent of world cobalt and copper, over 5 percent of
iron ore- over 45 percent of gold; almost 25 percent of diamonds; 70 percent of platmum, over 80
percent of manganese; over 50 percent of chrome; and considerable deposits of rare minerals.

100 Africa has a vast energy potential in the form of hydro-electric power (about 1,630 million MWh
per annum gross potential); petroleum (55 billion tonnes estimated reserves); coal (88.5 b.lhon tonnes
of deposits); natural gas (5,900 billion cubic meters of reserves); and considerable deposits of uranmm.
However only about 4 percent of.the huge hydro-electric potential has been harnessed to-date.

101.
,„, Africa is also an important repository of biodiversity arising from her varied cl.mat.c and
Eeological conditions. Some of the species which are found in Africa are extinct in other reg.ons of the
world Within the spirit of Agenda 21, the preservation of indigenous species of marine, riverine, and
land fauna and flora should be viewed as a custodial ssmss for the benefit of the universal human family.
In the new era of heightened awareness of the environment, this role gives Africa a h,gh-v,s.b.l,ty

position from which dividends can be reaped.
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Of direct importance to food security and regional self-sufficiency, the .ami under cultivation

Therefore, there is all the potential to attain regional food security and self-sufficiency.

• Africa's demographic structure

103 The bulk of Africa's fast-growing population is young. Well over 50 percent of Africans are aged
0 yearloess while America, Europe, Japan, and China are faced with problems *-£*££>

and aging population. This presents at once both problems and opportumt.es. The problems of a fas -
Iwfng population have b<L cited ear.ier. On the other hand, the opportune are tremendou,
ZZZZ appropriate strategies can be implemented to develop Africa's young populate ,nto h,gh_

S l^ i '* ^rial SklllS C°nVerSant Wlth
science and technology.

• African communities in the diaspora

104 There are communities of African origin in almost all parts of the globe especially in North and
Lain America, Europe and the Caribbean. These African communities in the d.aspora have commued
tt have spiritu* bonds and a cultural sense of belonging with Africa. These communmes must be seen
rlIt part of Africa's outreach. Africa could harness such attachment mto tang.ble and

, as have countries .ike Israel, China and ,ndia in areas of pol.fca. mfluence and

economic links.

m.2 The Basic Constraints and Vulnerabilities

105 While mapping out Africa's recovery and development in the 1990s and beyond it is necessary,
from a strategic point of view, to take account of the major constraints that have prevented her^ escape

f dl.ment In addition account must be taken of the vu.nerab.ht.es that
from

rategic point of view, to take account of the major constraints tha p ^
shack.es of underKleve.opment. In addition, account must be taken of the vu.nerab.ht.es that

il the region's efforts to engineer deve.opment. Tne salient imped.ments are bnefly outhned

below :

• Recurring droughts and scarce water resources

106 It is self-evident that, relative to other major regions of the world, Africa is a dry continent, prone
0 recurring droughts of varying severity. Some experts believe that both the severity and the frequency
of the droughts have intensified over recent decades. Further, the incidence of perenn.al nvers, lakes,
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■Hi
• Fragile soils

Africa's soils are
also relatively fragile, susceptible to rapid degradation and loss of fertility

which, in turn, has accelerated the process of desertification.

• Poor intra-African transport and communication

formidable natural physical barriers to intra-African transport. Unlike in other
are

that have to be traversed through sparsely peopled terr.tones.

,09 By 1990 fiftyone African countries (excluding South Africa) had less than 800,000 kilometres
Z> of ma n roads - an average density of about 25 km per thousand square km of territory - and a

SSSS5SS5SSSS

ofraLy Unes, giving a density of 2.7 km per !000 square km, in stark contrast wth Europe s 300,000

km and a density of over 400 km per thousand square km.

110 Africa's telecommunication network is the least developed in the world. As an illusttatior.in
988 Africa's telephone density was only 7.2 main lines per thousand populate, compared w,th 34^
„ Asia 58 7 in lin America, 227.9 in Europe, and 328.3 in North Amenca. Also, perhaps more than
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in all other regions, intra-African

languages.

communication has to overcome the problem of a profusion of

Energy deficiency

noted already only a tiny fraction of Africa's vast hydro-electric power potential has been

SSSSSHS990 oniTtwelve Lntries were known to have commercially-exploitable petroleum depos.ts and
e Product was taking place in eleven of the twe.ve. Coal deposits are also local.sed ,n a few

countries.

Most countries in Africa, therefore, are faced with a worsening commercial energy deficit, which

unsustainable rate, resulting in deforestation and soil erosion, and tnggenng desert.fcat.on.

y consumption per capita is currently the lowest among all regions o
do with efficiency, on the contrary. It is merely due to three actors: .) the

1,3 Africa's energy consumption per capita is currently the lowest among all regions of-to.world;
I i l d to three actors: .) the sm*

:rr

und to expand by as much as 65 percent on a per-capita basis.

must face.

Endemic diseases and pests

,14 Some formidable vectors
rmidable vectors and their associated diseases are endemic in Africa, notably the

lphe.es mosquito which spreads malaria; the tse-tse fly which infects humans w.th s.eepmg ..ckn«.
T lock; the fast-breeding common fly which spreads diarrhoeal and eye mfecfons; the

hosts the bi.harzia worm which fa** humans with schistosom.as.s the gumea worm

w- river blindness; locusts and grasshoppers, and other lessor paras.tes wh.ch can devastate

crops across whole districts or even countries.

115
The challenge posed by the dread new scourge, HIV/AIDS, has been cited already.
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• Under-developed human capacities

Perhaos the most critical of modern Africa's vulnerabilities is the under^levelopment of her

to securing the self-interest of the individual, the family unit, or the enterpr.se.

• Unsustainable external and internal public debt burdens

, ,7 Massive public indebtedness constitutes a severe impediment to Africa's economic recovery

mmmm.
industrial base.

118 internal debt, on the other hand, arises from determination to hold down money supply g.»wth.

m.3 Strategic Objectives for Africa's Development

The trends that are emerging in Africa and the world and the challenges that Africa faces in the

Z« 2 yl and the strategies that have been adopted to attain them. Strateg.es have to as

7/ The World Bank: "World Debt Tables, 1992-1993", Vols 1 and 2.

S/ Some countries face a much more onerous debt burden man these regiona! average figures would

indicate.
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noint of take-off Africa's potentials and vulnerabilities. Accordingly, under the umbrella of
£ devel«enda for £ 1990s, at .east,» principal strategic areas must be combmed :

Effective

world approaches.

in flm
agenda on a number of issues that require concerted

Progress towards the establishment of a negotiated continental framework M regioM security,
stability and ESacs as a foundation for cooperation, integration and development m Afr.ca.

Progress towards the ssabMimenl 9_f the African EsonomW; Community. (AEC) through a
coordinated implementation of the stages identified in the Abuja Treaty.

A comprehensi

industry, and other walks of life.

facilitating balanced rural and urban development.

f h f port

21 century.

Rational and sustainab.eindjislrjali^^
fotus on increasing *e value added to Africa's natural resources, divers.fy.ng the range of export
correcting *e structural imbalances on the region's trade account and generating empj^ymenl for

the swelling workforce.

ML
• Programmes to upgrade Africa^ jrans^rL

constraints to economic development.

• AnewKagmatisanpioj^fcAfric^^

balanced mutual benefits.

needed capM r^pyrces through increased domestic saving within Africa and

from external sources.

,20. It is obvious that Africa cannot attain these objectives within a period of a «"*'•*«£■
is important, however, is that a start be made on all of them without except™ dunng the 1990s.
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• Africa and the Global Agenda

TT,e end of the Cold War presents possibilities of a new consensus among nations of the world
^ome glo al issues in a framework of genuine cooperation. Africa shou.d seize the opportunm*

ISSC*some of its major concerns onto the global agenda. Some of these concerns wh.ch
LuW be present*, as issues of genuine global interest include the fol.owmg, uuer aha :

Soviet Union.

mternational democratic governance for the management of global issues -^J^
for international security and stability as national democratic governance ,s for domesfc

and development.

Specific issues of critical importance especially to the least developed countries on which global
consensus is needed - debt and growth; price stabilisation for pnmary commod.tie*.

• Specific issues that may be of concern to the wider internationa. ^^^
financial monetary and trade systems and institutions; conta.ning the HIV/AIDS
moL t of international cooperation for environmental and eco.ogical protect.orMhrough
Tustainable development; control of narcotics' traffic; international m.grafon and refugees, etc.

122 Africa should also develop capacities for penetrative analysis of all on-going international

in this context.

Progress

Africa

towards a continental framework for regional security, stability and peace in

123 If cooperation integration and development are to succeed in Africa, a framework for regional
Lcurity sSId Peaces a prerequisite. To this end, the process initiated by the Africa I^dersn-p
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highest political level, inter alia, to

a) forge a pan-African consensus on common vah.es and standards of po.itical, military, soda!, and

economic behaviour;

b) create and empower structures for the speedy reso.ution of conflicts in Africa and to minimise the
need for continued armament in individual countries;

., define norms of gc*>d governance in African countries to which a., states wou.d be expected to adhere,

and

political and economic system.

Nations and it is reaffirmed in the Secretary-General's

Progress
towards the establishment of the African Economic Community (AEC)

i ^..ntoH that the emerging geo-political and economic order will be
125. It is now commonly accept^ that themerging g p f ^ AEC isi ^..ntoH that the emergg gp125. It is now commonly accept^ that themergg g p establishment of ^ AEC is

dominated by reg.onal economic blocs. For Afnca P'S - .„ ^ Q ing political ^

enterprises and economy within the global economy.

,26. The Abuja Treaty for the establishment of the AEC has proposed a six-stage process:

1) Strengthening existing subregional economic communities.
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2) Reducing internal tariff and non-tariff trade barriers within subregional communities; strengthening

infrastructural linkages; harmonising the fiscal and monetary policies of member States; and the

integrated development of production sectors.

3) Establishing free trade areas (FTAs) in each subregional community through the adoption of a
common external system of trade protection measures and putting in place a customs union covering

all the countries in the subregion.

4) Coordinating and harmonising trade policies between Africa's subregional communities with a view

to establishing a customs union covering all the subregional communities.

5) Establishing an African Common Market through the adoption of common sectoral policies;

harmonising the fiscal and monetary policies of subregional communities and their member States;

implementing fully the principle of free mobility of persons and their rights of residence and

establishment; and putting into force the AEC's self-financing mechanisms.

6) Consolidating and strengthening the structures of the African Common Market; establishing a Single

African Market and a pan-African monetary union towards the introduction of a common currency

managed by a single African Central Bank; and setting up the pan-African Parliament and structures

of the executive organs of the AEC.

This process should be reviewed constantly by structures, such as the OAU/ADB/ECA Joint Secretariat,

established to monitor progress on the AEC. It should be implemented flexibly, taking advantage of

every opportunity that presents itself to accelerate the AEC.

127. It is clear that the process that has been adopted for Africa's integration is a three-pronged one,

simultaneously thrusting in the directions of integrated development of physical infrastructures between

countries and between subregions; integrated development of sectoral production capacities in agriculture

and industry; and market integration and trade liberalisation to facilitate collective self-sufficiency, open

up opportunities for economies of scale, and attain a competitive position within the global economy of

the next millennium. This process is envisaged to be implemented over a period not exceeding thirty-four

(34) years. With goodwill across Africa, the Single Market of the African Economic Community could

be attained much earlier.

Building human capacities in Africa and indigenisation of scientific and technological

progress

128. It has been pointed out that Africa is faced with intensifying global competition and tightening

critical environmental constraints. It will not be possible to bring about a sustained improvement in the

people's living standard without mitigating, circumventing, or overcoming environmental constraints and

vulnerabilities at the local community, national and regional levels. Nor will it be possible without
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increasing the competitiveness of Africa's labour-force and enterprises. Neither of the above can be

achieved without equipping the population at large with a wide array of scientific, technical, and

entrepreneurial skills.

129. It has to be recognised that subsistent self-sufficiency is not a viable option if Africa's conditions

of abject poverty and vulnerability to the vicissitudes of the weather, pests, and diseases are to be

overcome. The process towards specialisation and division of labour must be accelerated. Africa is a

part of the world economic system and partakes of the common heritage of global resources. Africa

cannot afford to disengage herself by default from the rest of the universal human family. Therefore,

Africa should endeavour to keep pace with the leaps and bounds in scientific and technological knowledge

that are being made elsewhere.

130. In practical terms, this calls for

a) Effective programmes to reduce adult illiteracy and innumeracy in all Member States in the rural

areas as well in the cities, among people of all walks of life, and regardless of gender. Governments

should work hand-in-hand with indigenous non-governmental organisations (NGOs), utilising all

available facilities in local communities.'

b) Young school leavers who have received education that left them without practical skills to be put

through skills-oriented vocational retraining.

c) Formulating concrete programmes towards the realisation of universal primary and secondary school

enrolment by the years 2000 and 2005, respectively.

d) Tertiary training institutions, including vocational schools, to be steadily expanded and diversified.

e) Educational curricula at all levels of education to be radically restructured and given a more practical

orientation, taking into account Africa's prevailing socio-economic circumstances, the strategy to

rapidly attain world competitiveness, and preservation of Africa's rich cultural heritage, social values

and unique identity.

e) Centres pi excellence to be established in areas such as biotechnology and agricultural research,

renewable energy, efficient production technologies, etc, at the subregional and regional levels to

give Africa a firm foothold in the global scientific and technological arena.

131. The building of human capacities in Africa also calls for a programme of action to improve the

health status of the general population with emphasis on preventive health care. There is a need for wide

dissemination of information about nutrition and healthy lifestyles; sanitation; protection of water

supplies; family planning; preventive inoculation against communicable diseases; and behaviour

modification campaigns against communicable diseases such as AIDS.
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132 Modalities for financing the building of human capacities should be worked out concretely at the

national subregional, and regional levels. In this regard, collective self-help community efforts, have to

play a very important role. In view of Africa's position in the world as the least developed and most

impoverished continent, it will be necessary to sensitise her partners-in-development to rally with material

support around the strategy for building human capacities and competence in science and technology.

Specialised agencies of the United Nations, including UNESCO, UNICEF, FAO and UNIDO; The World

Bank; and ECA can play a crucial role in this.

Redefining the role of the African state and its institutions

133. There is a growing consensus in Africa that the state should adopt a new role in running the

economy, allowing greater participation by the private sector. Current wisdom is that the market, rather

than the state, should be the principal mechanism for the allocation of scarce resources among competing

alternative uses. The state should function as a guardian of an environment conducive to sustained robust

economic growth and social progress; as a facilitator; as an efficient provider of needed physical, social,

and legal infrastructures and other public goods; and as a coordinator of social and economic agents of

change.

134 However, in the African context marked by entrenched internal rigidities, a case can be made for
the state to play a proactive role. At this stage of economic take-off, following in the foot-steps of the

successful Asian economies, the state could spearhead breakthroughs in production sectors considered to

be of strategic importance for economic growth, starting from the objective conditions obtaining in

specific countries. It could also prod African enterprises to quickly achieve international competitiveness

and to expand their exports.

135. The state may also need to exercise a selective stake in the production sectors. Some public
enterprises might have to be maintained, for instance, in such areas as the marketing of key agricultural

inputs and strategic food commodities. However, in such cases, the state should put in place structures

to force public enterprises to be individually accountable within the competitive free market system.

Ideally, such public enterprises in strategic areas should be opened to domestic private shareholders to

keep their management under scrutiny and, as the objective of stimulating private sector interest in

different areas of production is achieved, they should.be privatised.

136. Another very important aspect of the redefinition of the role of the state in Africa involves the
need to decentralise many decision-making functions away from the centre to the provinces, districts,

municipalities, and local communities throughout African countries. The draining of decision-making

powers away from the periphery to the centre tends to destroy the initiative and zeal of local communities

to spearhead their own development. Accountability is undermined, paving the way for the mis-allocation

of scarce resources and corruption in government circles. A change would lead to a restoration of self-
management and genuine popular participation of the people and municipalities. A measure of

decentralisation would restore a sense of autonomy that nationalities and local communities lost in the

colonial era, and this could increase political stability.
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can

• Rational and sustainable development of Africa's agricultural potential

137. The goal of achieving, at the subregional level, food security and self-sufficiency by the year 2005
be attained by adopting a series of measures simultaneously, inter alia :

• intensifying preparedness measures for natural calamities including drought, floods, and pest

infestations through improvement of early warning systems;

• reducing vulnerability to drought, pests and diseases by developing resistant crop and animal

varieties;

• applying improved farming and land husbandry techniques which minimise the loss of soU fertility

and make optimal use of scarce water supplies;

• drastically reducing harvest and post-harvest food losses;

- stepping up Africa's production of agricultural inputs - agro-chemicals, vaccines and

pharmaceutics, machinery, tools and implements;

• vastly improving food processing technology;

• investing in the extension of rural physical and social infrastructure, increasing the level of credit
available to all classes of agricultural producers, and sustaining agricultural incentives, especially

those favouring small-holder farmers;

- adopting policies to re-orient African consumer demand towards African staples such as tropical

cereals, roots and tubers as a basis for food security and sufficiency.

138 These measures amount to no less than an agricultural revolution in Africa. This should indicate
the degree of difficulty involved in their introduction and implementation. A regional system of
agricultural training and research centres will play a major role in finding practical solutions to the
constraints and vulnerabilities which face Africa's agriculture. Bio-technology is a prom.sing - if
occasionally controversial - field of applied knowledge which should be harnessed to promote self-
sufficiency in Africa's basic food staples; increase disease resistance and the productivity of livestock;

boost land yields; and safeguard competitiveness in the global agricultural market.

• Rational and sustainable industrialisation at regional and subregional levels

139 Under world-wide new thinking in favour of free markets, an appropriate programme of action
taking IDDA II as a basis for the industrialisation of Africa should be implemented at the regional,
subregional and individual country levels. It has to be recognised that such a programme will be
implemented largely by autonomous entrepreneurial agents, indigenous and foreign, governed by a
pragmatic perspective, employing capital resources mobilised domestically or internationally and, thus,
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sensitive to factors perceived to have an impact on the rate of return on investment. Thus the programme
of action should be open-minded about all possible modes of industrial production - rural cottage

industries- small- and medium-scale processing and manufacturing; and large-scale corporations. This
will allow transformation to steadily take place towards the most efficient modes of resource utilisation

with the eventual objective of increasing Africa's productivity and competitiveness within the global

economy.

140 Industrial development should be related to food-security and self-sufficiency; the development

of transport telecommunications and energy infrastructures; building materials, basic consumer goods

pharmaceutics, etc geared to the uplifting of human living conditions. Enterprises should be encouraged
to develop industrial techniques to enable consumer goods of improved quality to be mass produced for

both domestic consumption and for export.

• Upgrading Africa's transport, communications, and energy infrastructures

141 Another necessary condition to ease the impediments to Africa's global competitiveness and
development is the upgrading of the physical infrastructures and associated services, and integrating them

efficiently and intermodally at the subregional and regional levels. Africa is a vast continent with a
substantial number of land-locked countries and a long coastline. To stand up effectively to the mega-
challenge of integrating her economy into the world economy, efficient transport and telecommunications

infrastructures are a sine qua non. To this end, African and international support should be g.ven to
UNTACDA II programmes and projects to ensure their full,and timely implementation. Also,

industrialisation will not be possible without a substantial expansion of electricity supplies in all countries.
Even the objective of halting environmental degradation in Africa cannot be contemplated without

switching the population from dependence on energy derived from biomass.

Africa-South and Africa-North cooperation

142 A very essential strategy to face up to the challenge of Africa's integration into the global
economy is to adopt a new pragmatic approach to establishing and defining her international relations.

Hitherto Africa's external political, economic and social relations have been dominated by the Africa-
North ax'is No doubt some benefits have flowed from this orientation. But in neglecting to develop and
strengthen Africa-South relations beyond participation in the occasional South-South international

conference African countries have lost in some important ways. Promising horizontal flows of trade and
investment* capital among countries of equal stature on a truly "level playing field" have not been
encouraged. Above all, Africa has not been able to observe at close hand the phenomenal economic

miracle that has been unfolding in some countries of Asia-Pacific (including Japan), China and South-east

Asia which has lifted those countries from similar socio-economic conditions as Africa's thirty years ago,

to a point where now they are newly industrialised economies and have become formidable international

trading nations. African countries should correct this omission.

143. This, however, should not be at the expense of Africa-Europe relations. The two continents are

neighbours across the Mediterranean Sea. As an under-developed populous continent, perpetually mired
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in social and political crises which economic collapse generates, Africa poses problems and challenges
to European social and political security as well ethical dilemmas stemming from uncontrolled waves of
migrants Thus, there is a strong basis for Africa-European cooperation for Africa's development in the
1990s and beyond in their mutual interest. Africa also has definite potentials - resources, markets, etc -

- which if fully developed, would be to their mutual benefit. Thirdly, in the era of heightened concern

for the global environment, Europe should be aware that environmental degradation in Africa due to

poverty has direct impact across the shared Mediterranean Sea and air space.

144 Africa-North America relations, too, need to be put on a new footing, in view of two factors: (i)
the pre-eminent position of the United States of. America as the only surviving super-power and most

absorptive export market; and (ii) North America is home to the most important African community in

the diaspora which has kept a close spiritual attachment to the mother continent in spite of hardships and
three centuries of separation. If Africa must expand her share of the global market, of necessity, African
enterprises must expand their share of the North American market. One of the ways of achieving this
objective is to forge entrepreneurial links with the African community in North America (and elsewhere
in the world). These links could also serve as channels for the transfer of technology and finance from

North America to Africa.

A strategy for the mobilisation of the needed capital resources

145 To implement some of the elements of the strategic agenda to put Africa on the path of recovery

and robust sustainable development, massive amounts of resources are required. The actions called for
in this respect are examined in a separate paper on resource mobilisation. Broadly, in line with Africa's
basic economic philosophy of maximising self-reliance, most of the needed resources will have to be
mobilised domestically in Africa. Therefore, the rates of saving by households, enterprises and by the
state will have to be stepped up considerably. Private saving should be increased largely through an

appropriate structure of incentives and through a reduction in the risk of the erosion of the value of saved
and of invested resources. It will also be necessary to promote the establishment of efficient domestic

intermediating institutions for the mobilisation of resources and channelling them to efficient applications.

146 The creation of a conducive economic climate in Africa as a result of the establishment of
security stability and peace as well as improved governance should enhance investor confidence, arrest

and reverse capital flight, and help to attract foreign direct investment back to Africa. But it should not
be assumed that once the right conditions are restored resources will simply flow back. The competition

for global savings is expected to intensify in the foreseeable future. Thus, practical strategies to market
Africa's sources of strength and to explain her vulnerabilities and constraints will be absolutely necessary.
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PART IV

NEW PARTNERSHIP FOR AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT

147 African countries have always accepted that the primary responsibility for their development

belongs to their governments and peoples. This implies that African peoples will have to see themselves
not merely as the beneficiaries of development but also the catalysts for growth and development
promoting and sustaining the conditions for economic growth, equity and political stability. In pursuit

of this African efforts have been anchored on the principles of self-reliance and self-sustainment. These

principles are driven by the considerations of developing and reinforcing the capacity of African countries

to manage their affairs in the economic, social and political fields. But Africa also recognises that self-
reliance and self-sustainment are not prescriptions for autarky. Thus, African countries have consistently
stressed the need for international support for their development on the premise that there is no

contradiction between an orientation towards self-reliance and insistence on international co-operation as,

indeed one reinforces the other. These principles have been articulated in the Monrovia Declaration,

1979; the Lagos Plan of Action 1980 and the African Alternative Framework to Structural Adjustment

Programmes for socio-economic recovery and transformation.

148 The international community has also accepted that international support and co-operation are vital

for Africa's development. The United Nations New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the
1990s (UN-NADAF) -- like its predecessor the United Nations Programme of Action for Africa's
Economic Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD) - respectively emphasized the principles

orshared responsibility and fell partnership" $1 and "mutual commitment and co-operation" Ifl/
between Africa and the international community. In UN-PAAERD as well as in UN-NADAF, the
international community also accepted that promoting Africa's economic recovery and sustained
development is a top priority. Reflecting this consensus, the United Nations has made Africa's socio-

economic transformation one of its five priorities in the 1990s.

IV.l New Mutuality of Interests as a Basis for New Partnerships

149 International support for and co-operation with Africa cannot, however, be perceived as an act

of charity. On the contrary, there are compelling arguments for a new partnership and solidarity between

Africa and the international community. At a time when international consensus is emerging that the

world is linked by issues of environmental sustainabiiity, the promotion of freedom and human rights,
peace and security, these new mutuality of interests furnishes a strong premise for co-operation between

Africa the rest of the world. For example, the notion of global ecological security would be gravely

threatened if Africa's worsening poverty led to relentless pressures on land and forest resources. The
world would fast be deprived of critical rain forests and bio-diversity. On the other hand, the growing

2/ See the UN NADAF para 1

10/ See UN-PAAERD 1986-1990, in Annex to UN resolution S-13/2 , para 8.
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imbalance between population growth and economic opportunities in Africa could lead to more migration,

mainly to the industrialized nations.

150 At the same time, a large measure of consensus has emerged, among African countries and their
evelopmemp^ r on what needs to be done in the 1990s to support and sustain resumpUon of growth,
aTd promoteLio-economic deve.opment and transformation. Key are among these are that.

Economic reform programmes must be consistent with the nesd for long-term structural

economic and social transformation;

Economic adjustment must lead to long-term improvement in the quality of life of the African
people. As such, reform programmes must incorporate safety nets through protectmg

expenditures on social sector programmes;

. Development of national capacities which is key managing Africa's development in particular

through active human resources development;

. Regional corporation and integration are essential for accelerating Africa socio economic

development and transformation;

. Increasing Africa's food and agriculture self sufficient agriculture is vital to Africa's future

growth and development;

Promoting the private sector
which should become the main engine of production and growth.

151 THe reforms - both political and economic - that African countr.es have embarked upon are a
II imonVbom to their commitment to long term change and to their determmafon to outgrow the,
unoUclt *L These reforms have to be nurtured and sustained through a comb.nat.on of courageous
ZSSSdenhip and adequate and dependable international support. Un.ess the necessary
support is fo^coming, the reforms under-way could falter leading to new cycles of poht.ca. v.ole e^
3omic delne and Agnation, and social disintegration. Such an apocalyptic scenano can be forestalled
if the international community shows the will to assist Africa's own efforts.

There are multiplying signs, however, that international support for Africa's deve.opment isJess
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Accounts demanded by African members of the ADB.

IV.2 Key Elements of International Support

153 How should the international community reinforce its support for Africa ? The broad areas of
unportfor Afro's deve.oPment by the international community have been ident.fied m the vanous
iC programmes or initiatives for Africa. Principa.lv, they include increas.ng resource flows

A fore^Tdirect investment and debt relief; improving the external environment part.cular.y
to commodities and market access; and improving the quality and modality of extern*
1 specific forms of support required under each of these clusters have been exam.ned

'.!!/ Stul, several key components of support by the international commumty should be

underscored.

154 First given that many African countries continue to face difficult economic situations which make
ccess to private credits impossible mere is a strong case for increasing the vo.ume and concess.onal.ty
ofdeveLmlnt assistance for Africa in the context of the new forms of mutual.ty and consensus for
TT Not only shou.d international cooperation with Africa reflect these shared comm.tm nts

^perseverance in economic reforms, so must the international community stand ready to prov.de

support to Africa for a reasonable period of time.

155 Second strengthening the initiatives on external debt, in particular through cancellations, debt
L vers o^an deblock L debt service reduction to all categories of African debtors >s essenuaK
Ex"It ng initiatives are inadequate for dealing with the debt crisis of many Afncan countr.es, gwen to
*ey have yet to achieve externa! viability. Some leading industrial nat.ons have granted *«p
reductions in the external debt of countries in transition in other regions, as an express.on of support for
Sir pomica. and economic reforms. Economic and political reforms in Afr.can countr.es are no ess
courageous Therefore, African countries deserve similar treatment, consider.ng thatto econom.c base,

,1/ See United Nations Department of Economic and Social Development 1992: Net transfer of
resources between developing and developed countries: Report of the Secretary-General P. 12

and Table 3.

12/ See for example UN-NADAF, and report of S/G to the Ad-hoc Committee of UN General
Assembly on Final Review and Appraisal of UN-PAAERD, UN Document A/46/324.
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in particular infrastructures and human resource development, is much weaker than those of the in other

countries benefiting from large debt reductions.

156. Third, diversification of African countries7 economic base from high dependence on a few or even

one commodity is key to Africa's economic transformation. This can be facilitated both through the

creation of a diversification fund 13/ and through increasing resources available to existing

arrangements for compensating export shortfalls. Precisely because these facilities are not expected to

last forever, the notion of graduation from access to resources has to be built in. In other words, as the

manufactured value-added as a percentage of the gross domestic product and of exports of an African

country rises to a certain critical threshold, such a country should graduate from obtaining access to the
diversification and export compensatory funds. Subsequent to its graduation it should become a

contributor to those funds in support to other African countries. International aid policy for Africa should

also aim at supporting measures that increase the productivity of human resources - the key to Africa's

competitiveness.

157. Fostering these initiatives in support of Africa will require specific actions by members of the

international community in the context of their national policies and in the major multilateral economic
fora. In particular, there is need for lending to African countries by the international financial institutions

to be sensitive to the particular circumstances of African countries.

158. Four innovations or adjustments to current assistance and support practises are suggested:

. Bridging the Gaps between Emergency Relief, Rehabilitation and development

159. Lending to African countries that are emerging from the ravages of civil strife or conflicts and

those particularly hit by natural disasters such as drought should not be linked to traditional structural

adjustment packages. Rather, where the financial needs of such countries have been established,

disbursements in preliminary phases should be made in the context of bridging the gap between the needs

of emergency and rehabilitation, on one hand, and development, on the other. For an initial period of

say two to three years after civil conflicts, release of financial resources can be linked to institutional

capacity building. Development and rehabilitation are intrinsically linked. As such multilateral

international financial institutions (IFIs) should perceive the task of bridging the gaps between emergency

relief rehabilitation and development as a contribution to peace building. The IFIs should organize their

assistance to reflect this reality, if transition to stable polity in countries emerging from conflicts is not

to be gravely undermined by some conditionalities that could threaten fragile peace.

160. Reconciliation of conditional lending practices by the IFIs and unconditional support for countries

emerging from strife can be facilitated by organizing aid consortia of donors for specific countries

focusing on attracting resources to bridge the gap between rehabilitation and development. Participation

and active involvement of UN agencies in the humanitarian and technical co-operation sectors in these

12/ A report on the feasibility of such a fund is to be presented in 1993 by the UN Secretary-General

in accordance with the terms of the UN-NADAF. (See Para 35 of UN-NADAF).
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efforts are essential. The granting by the World Bank of $20 and ADB of $5 million emergency

assistance to Somalia - to be used by UN1CEF, WHO and WFP - is a welcome step in this direction.

. Closer Linkage between Debt Relief and Export Capacity

161; The primary focus of international policy on Africa's current debt crisis must now centre on debt

reduction. As the lessons of the present crisis are absorbed there will be need-to make some creative

procedures for the future. Given the fact that the existing export compensatory funding arrangements are

far from adequate in meeting the needs of African countries which are heavily dependent on primary

commodities, debt rescheduling for countries experiencing significant shortfalls in export earnings in a

given year should provide relief proportionate to the losses experienced.

162. The arrangement would work as follows: If a country experienced loss of export revenue as a

result of sharp downward movements in prices of its commodities in one year - say amounting to 35

percent of its average annual export revenue, such a country would be given a rescheduling on principal

equivalent to at least 35 percent in the following year. This procedure with certain variations, was already

applied in 1989 to some heavily indebted Latin American countries. Precisely because the affected debtor

country would be paying interest on the principal, the assets of the creditors would not be treated as non-

performing. However, while this approach may be appropriate in situations of temporary illiquidity, it

would be ineffective in cases of insolvency which would require debt and debt service reduction as well

as some forms of debt conversion or cancellation.

. Resources for Sustaining the Africa's Development and Socio-Economic Transformation

163. Increasing external financial resources in support of Africa's socio-economic development has

been a central element of the strategies and international initiatives adopted respectively by African

countries and international community. The emphasis on external finance stems from the recognition that,

even with the best efforts at mobilization and efficiency of use of domestic resources, there will continue

to be a major gap between Africa's investment needs, on one hand, and savings, on the other. Presently,

of the three major sources of external finance namely, ODA, commercial lending and foreign direct and

portfolio investment, financial flows to Africa have been predominated by ODA. As African countries

reform their economic and political systems,it may be expected that they would attract more FDI and

commercial lending. This will take time to materialize, however.

164. In the meantime, the basis of the new partnership with Africa discussed earlier, should provide

sufficient incentives for the international Community, particularly the industrialized nations, to increase

financial flows to Africa, quite apart from the initiatives on debt and debt service reduction.

165. Human resources development is key to Africa's development consequently, international

economic assistance should be targeted to this area. Also, at a time when implementation of Agenda 21

is a top priority on the international agenda, Africa certainly deserves more resources to promote growth

and development that supports environmental sustainability. Financial assistance that enables Africa and
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other developing countries to preserve the environment should be seen as payment for environmental

services' rather traditional grants.

. Assisting Africa to Increase its Share of World trade

166. International trade is one important area where international co-operation with Africa is vital.

Even so, it bears emphasis that in the aftermath of the Uruguay Round -if successfully concluded -

world trade would be conducted in a fiercely competitive and more liberalized environment. This will

have significant implications for Africa's trading policy. For one thing, Africa must, as of necessity,

change the mix of its exports to increase manufactures. Continued dependence on a narrow band of

primary commodities does not guarantee future prosperity, as the downward price fluctuations of raw

materials are more of a structural rather than cyclical nature, driven by a combination of growth of

synthetic substitutes, dematerialization of industrial products, and long-term changes in consumer tastes.

For another, there is high income elasticities of demand for manufactured goods.

167. Increasing Africa's share of world trade is a key goal. To do so, Africa must create competitive

niches in the world market. These niches will have to be in the industrial and services sectors. Drawing

on the experience of the newly industrialised economies (NIEs) of Asia, Africa's first "points of entry"

in the manufactured exports market will be in areas of small-and medium- scale, with low capital

requirements. Examples of these include textiles, leather goods, assembly of micro-electronics, and

production of intermediate capital goods inputs through subcontracting arrangements. Given that these

manufacturing operations require flexible production techniques, education and training have to be

oriented to meeting the high quality that would make Africa's products internationally competitive.

168. It should not be expected that Africa's penetration of the international market for manufactures

will be easy. Given its weak industrial base, certain measures that give support to African industries will

remain essential, and be recognized by the industrialized countries. This could take the form of optimum

levels of tariff barriers or production subsidies. These are forms of support that industrialized nations

still grant their producers in various sectors. As such there is a strong case for Africa to retain these

forms of support until their mix of exports has shifted more to manufactures. International support should

take the form of moratoria for Africa from trade rules relating to the elimination of subsidies and

liberalization requirements.

• South-South Cooperation for Africa's Development

169. South-South co-operation offers Africa immense potential 14/ for providing support on many

of the issues for which co-operation of the international community is needed. Principally, there are three

main avenues in which the South-South framework will be helpful to the realisation of Africa's strategic

development objectives. The first of these is through exploiting mutually beneficial co-operative

relationships. A key African development goal, as has been noted earlier, is to accelerate the pace of its

14/ For detailed discussions, see THE SOUTH COMMISSION (1990): The Challenge to the South,

Oxford University Press.
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industrialization. There is considerable scope for fostering co-operation between African countries and

several East and South Asian countries that have made significant strides in economic development. Co

operation in the industrial sector will necessarily have to be buttressed by financial co-operation.

170. A very important component of Africa-South co-operative arrangements is that of learning from

the lessons from the experience of the most successful economies of the South which have achieved

phenomenal rates of growth and development. The main lessons include fostering the private sector

complimented by pro-active government policies; establishing an enabling environment of stable

regulations and laws; maintaining realistic exchange rates; carefully managed transition from import

substitution to export-orientation; prudent fiscal policies that restrained deficits and controlled inflation;

emphasis on human capacities building; equitable distribution; and retaining cultural identify. As Africa

contemplates a new approach to growth and development, it must draw on the lessons of countries with

which it shared the same level of development three decades ago. This is an essential although intangible

form of South-South co-operation that is often neglected.

171. The third dimension to South-South co-operation that has to be underlined is that of collaborating

in pressing for progress in reforms of the international economic order. The recent changes in the

geopolitical order have not made the governance of the world economy less asymmetrical. Quite the

contrary, the imbalances are growing 15/. Making substantial progress in reforms of key parts of the

international economy is essential to increased prosperity in the South, Africa included.

IV.3 ECA's Role in Africa's development and Collaboration with other Institutions

172. ECA as the main multi-disciplinary organ of the United Nations in Africa for socio-economic

development has an important role to play in promoting Africa's strategic development objectives in the

1990s. Tn thP. paper, A Policy and Management Framework for facing Africa^ development challenges,

presented at the 1992 meeting of the Council of Ministers, ECA identified and the Conference approved

seven areas in which it will concentrate its activities in the 1990s in support of Africa's development

objectives. These are:

Q Strengthening its advocacy role in socio-economic questions;

□ Promoting regional co-operation and integration;

D Enhancing the efficiency of the public sector in promoting economic development and fostering

entrepreneurship;

Q Promoting efforts to achieve a desirable balance between food production, population, human

settlements and environment;

Q Fostering human-centred development;

□ Promoting structural transformation and diversification of African economies;

15 For a recent discussion of these issues see THE SOUTH CENTRE, Geneva (1992);

Alignment in the 1990s: contributions to an Economic Agenda
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H Promotion of the role of women in development.

173 ECA is restructuring its work programmes and also its organisational structure to better assist the

member states - ECA's primary constituency - in meeting the challenges of the 1990s. At the same time,

ECA recognises that collaboration with other African organizations and UN agencies will be essential in

many of the areas identified.

174 There is another area where ECA is strengthening its activities on behalf of African countries.
It is the area of promoting peace. In the context of An Agenda for Peace, ECA is developing a

Frjmewoik of Assistance for countries that are emerging from civil strife or conflicts and engaged in the

transition to democracy . Thus, ECA is complementing and reinforcing its traditional focus on

development policy with rehabilitation. This new undertaking reflects the recognition that, in several

African countries, rehabilitation must necessarily pave the way towards development. Thus, ECA's
portfolio of activities will reflect a pragmatic mix of support for the rehabilitation of African countries

whenever this is called for although, ultimately, its programmes must concentrate on accelerated growth,

transformation and development of the African economies.

175 As ECA's role evolve in response to Africa's development challenges, it has to strengthen its ties

with other major regional organizations, mainly the Organization of African Unity and the African
Development Bank as well as various sub-regional institutions. The partnership that exists among the

three major regional institutions, and which is expressed in may joint arrangements, is vital for fostering

and achieving the goal of Africa's socio-economic development and integration.

176 Similarly, ECA as the main U.N. organ for social and economic development in Africa is well

placed, and indeed has the mandate of U.N. General Assembly to exercise team leadership among U.N.
system agencies for actions and policy measures for promoting development of Africa. Presently, these

is no coherent mechanism for articulating and coordinating programmes and activities of U.N. agencies

in Africa If duplications in programmes are to be avoided, overlap reduced and better co-ordination and
coherence are achieved among U.N. agencies in Africa, there is need for a forum that bring together,

at periodic intervals, various U.N. agencies operating in Africa. The creation of such a mechanism

would be an important step forward in responding coherently but flexibly to Africa's needs in the 1990s.
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ANNEX I

1 The Monrovia Declaration of Commitment on Guidelines and Measures for National and

Collective Self-Reliance, adopted by Africa's Leaders in 1979, paved the way for the Lagos Elan of

Aclion foi the E£onojni£ Develpimiej* oi Afrjc^

Lagos (FAL) which were adopted in 1980.

2 In the middle of the economic and social crisis of the mid-1980s precipitated by the world
recession of 1980-82 and the great African drought of 1984-86, the Leaders adopted the African Prioiity
Programme of Economic Recovery. (APPER). This was endorsed by the United Nations at its first ever

emergency General Assembly devoted to socio-economic issues, which adopted the United Nations

Programme of Actionfor Africans Economic Recovery and Development, 19S6-199Q (UN-PAAERD).
This programme was assessed to have failed in its objective of putting Africa on the path to economic

recovery and sustained growth. Within the forum Of the General Assembly, Africa and her international
partners decided to launch a successor programme, the United Nations New Agenda fpi the. Development

of Africa in the. I22Qs (UN-NADAF). The new programme calls for "the prioritising of targets and
measures within an action programme which focuses on the essential elements that are critical for
sustained development in the 1990s", in order to avoid the weaknesses that reduced the effectiveness of

its predecessor. It was hailed as a new compact for cooperation.

3 In 1977 the General Assembly proclaimed 1978-1988 to be the UnM Nations IranSEPJl aM
Communications Decade in Africa (UNTACDA I), in order to focus on the physical integration of the
African economies as one of the prerequisites for achieving collective self-reliant and self-sufficient

development In view of the distance that still had to be covered in the direction of further development

of Africa's transport and communications infrastructures, UNECA and the OAU recommended and, in
1988, the General Assembly accepted to proclaim 1991-2000 as UNTACDA II.

4 Within the context of implementing the International Strategy for the Third United Nations

Development Decade and the Monrovia Strategy for the Development of Africa, UNIDO, UNECA, and
the OAU sponsored the designation of the 1980s as the Industrial Development Decade far Africa. (IDDA
I) The objective of this was to focus greater attention and mobilise greater political commitment and

financial and technical support, at the national and regional levels for the industrialisation of Africa as

a basis for economic development and social transformation. In recognition of the unfinished task, the

1990s have been designated as IDDA II.

5 Meanwhile, UNECA has always striven to ensure that the social dimension was adequately

reflected in Africa's development. To this end, in 1984, it organised the Second African Population

Conference in Arusha, Tanzania, which adopted the Kilimanjaro Programme of Action on Populate,
noting with great concern the rapid rate of population growth and the stresses and strains which this

increasingly imposes on African Governments' development efforts, as well as the serious and worsening

food situation. As part of the follow-up to the implementation of APPER and UN-PAAERD, UNECA
sponsored the International Conference on the Human Dimension of Africa's Recovery and Development
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in 1988 which concluded with the adoption of the Khartoum Declaration: Towards a Human-Focused

Approach & Socio-Economic Recovery and Development in Africa. This was followed in 1990 by the

adoption of the African Charter for Popular Participation in Development in Arusha at another

international conference similarly sponsored by UNECA, which called for the emergence of a new era

in which economic and political democracy, accountability, economic justice, and development through

transformation would become internalised in Africa.

6. During the 1980s, African countries experienced extreme current account problems as a

consequence of the confluence of the collapse of their export markets; inability to curb their demand for

imports; heavy external debt servicing obligations in the face of the uncompromising attitude of

international creditors in the wake of the 1982 Debt Crisis; and the great African drought and famine of

1984-86. A plurality of countries adopted stringent structural adjustment programmes (SAPs) sponsored

by the Bretton Woods institutions - the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and The World Bank - as

a condition for financial support as well as crucial backing to facilitate the rescheduling of their bilateral

and private debts. Typically, the objectives and targets of these were outlined within short- to medium-

term policy framework papers (PFPs) negotiated between individual countries and these institutions on

a case by case basis.

7. In line with its mandate which combines the promotion of social as well as economic dimensions

of the development of Africa, UNECA called attention to the negative social repercussions of SAPs. The

United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) had also drawn attention to these undesirable consequences

in its land-mark two-volume publication: Adjustment with a. Human Face. Noting that SAPs tended to

focus on short-term crisis management to the total exclusion of promoting long-term development, in its

publication, African Alternative Framework & Structural Adjustment Programmes for Socio-Economic

Recovery and Transformation (AAF-SAP) in 1989 UNECA called for economic structural reform

programmes that paid attention to the underlying causes of the crisis which could be tackled only through

long-term development and socio-economic transformation.

8. The World Bank, as the pre-eminent multi-lateral financial institution which has been involved

in Africa's development in the post-independence era, has published its own ideas on what should be

Africa's long-term development strategy in two major works: The first one. Accelerated Development

In Sub-Saharan Africa: An Agenda for Action, published in 1981, was widely viewed as presenting The

World Bank's own stand-point vis d vis the LPA on the question of Africa's long-term development

strategy. The second work, Sub-Saharan Africa: From Crisis & Sustainable Growth - A Long-Term

Perspective Study (LTPS), published in 1989, addressed what needed to be done by way of suitable

policies and orientation; human and institutional capacities that needed to be built; good governance and

how to maintain a conducive economic climate; sectoral priorities; the magnitude of the necessary

financial resources, both domestic and external, and their mobilisation. In view of the constructive

dialogue that took place on desirable economic structural reforms, during the preparation of the LTPS,

between The World Bank and UNECA after the publication of AAF-SAP, the LTPS was widely

acclaimed to have moved in the right direction of accepting the long-term nature of Africa's economic

difficulties.
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9. The Treaty Establishing the African Economic Community (AEC) which was initialled in Abuja

in 1991 by Africa's Leaders ends the list of grand strategies for the development of Africa. It is an

implementation of Article 11(2) of the Charter of the OAU that was adopted in 1963, which called for

Africa's economic integration as a pre-requisite for political unity. It is also an implementation of the

LPA and FAL which called for the establishment of the AEC by the year 2000. The Treaty describes

the necessary institutional framework and outlines a process.spanning six stages over a period not

exceeding thirty-four years for the establishment of the AEC using subregional communities as building
blocs.

10. As an elaboration of this process, one may add to the list of Africa's development strategies the

medium- to long-term strategies which have been adopted within the last decade by sub-regional

integration organisations. For example, in 1992, the Authority of the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern

and Southern African States (PTA) adopted the PTA Trade and Development Strategy: Market Integration

and Economic Transformation for Sustainable Growth which lays out a comprehensive programme for

integration of the whole subregion at the levels of physical infrastructures, production structures, and
trade liberalisation leading to the establishment of the Common Market for Eastern and Southern African

States (COMESAS). Similar strategies have been adopted by the Economic Community of Western

African States (ECOWAS), the Arab Maghreb Union (AMU), and the Economic Community of Central
African States (ECCAS).
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